Life in America in 2017 was lived inside a series of paradoxes, all of them balanced on one side by the ongoing economic boom, characterized by a bull market now in its 10th year. We had political turmoil ... and economic boom. Populist revolt ... and economic boom. Immigration mania ... and economic boom. Media disruption ... and economic boom. Retail apocalypse ... and economic boom.

In the digital media and marketing industries, we breathed the paradox every day. 2017 was both our most productive year since IAB's founding, and perhaps the most disruptive. Spending on digital advertising reached an all-time high of $40.1 billion in the first six months of 2017, an increase of 22 percent over 2016 (IAB Internet Advertising Revenue Report, December 2017). But it was also the year that Russian bots, "fake news," and the other maladies IAB has been warning about (and correcting for a decade) moved from the trade magazines to the front pages and their digital equivalents.

It’s easy to get distracted by the headlines and the relentless assault of novelty, and thus lose sight of the bigger transformations roiling underneath. In the consumer economy, we are in the midst of an epochal shift from a century-old "indirect brand economy" to a "direct brand economy." Brands characterized by their direct connections to consumers and the insightful manipulation of their behavior and purchase habits to capture their attention and fulfill their consumer goods and services.

To help brands, publishers, agencies, platforms, and technology providers better understand the emerging direct brand economy, IAB introduced several new offerings in 2017 to make it easier for our members and stakeholders to navigate their way to the new world.

In the fall, IAB hosted the Video Showcase, a first-of-its-kind marketplace for publishers’ content studios, to showcase how these dynamic creative powerhouses apply their storytelling expertise to build marketers' brands. Similarly, the 2017 IAB Leadership Dialogues were a first-ever series of discussions with transformative leaders in business, politics, economics, and technology to gain insights from and debate critical industry, political, and economic issues with each other.

A cross-screen economy requires new standards and guidelines to grow the marketplace, and IAB and the IAB Tech Lab introduced the completely revamped IAB Standard Ad Unit Portfolio, featuring dynamic ads that allow for flexible creative on a multitude of screen sizes and resolution capabilities and that put user experience front and center. Another major accelerator for growth is a trustworthy supply chain. A major initiative for the Tech Lab in this area was the introduction of the Authorized Digital Sellers program, ads.txt, which has fast gained attention as an essential tool in fighting ad fraud.

From cross-platform measurement to attribution modeling, the IAB Mobile Marketing Center of Excellence, in conjunction with IAB Tech Lab, is focused on developing guidelines and creating digital and cross-media audience measurement metrics that will allow the industry to plan, buy, and sell advertising across all platforms and media seamlessly. IAB has also made great strides in convening the industry’s top video executives and advertising companies to define the agenda for the future of video at the invitation-only Video Leadership Summit, under direction from the IAB Digital Video Center of Excellence.

Data is now at the center of the direct brand economy, and to drive the data agenda for the digital media, marketing, and advertising industry, this year the IAB Data Center of Excellence and the Data and Marketing Association (DMA) released the first-ever market sizing benchmarks for data-related investment, showing that U.S. companies will have spent more than $10 billion on third-party audience data in 2017 for advertising and marketing efforts.

IAB members have asked for more training programs for growing the talent pool and by the end of 2017 more than 14,800 digital media professionals have advanced through the IAB Certification Programs and Professional Development initiatives. An emerging economy and fast-changing media landscape also requires an active eye on policy, and IAB continues to be a strong force for advocacy on behalf of our members at the federal, state, and global level to help educate industry and regulators in support of policy affecting consumer privacy, data security, supply chain safety, advertising taxation, and other major regulatory and legislative issues.

Finally, digital advertising is responsible for over 10 million jobs in the U.S.—but filling those jobs remains a challenge. The IAB Education Foundation is working hard to deliver a diverse talent pool that reflects the audiences we serve by adding qualified diverse talent to the industry’s employment pipeline through its iDiverse initiative.

As we look ahead to 2018 and beyond, IAB is uniquely positioned to help our members succeed in the new direct economy.

I look forward to an ambitious agenda for our members in 2018 as we devote ourselves to helping our member companies and our industry prosper in the direct brand economy.

Sincerely,

Randall Rothenberg
Chief Executive Officer
Interactive Advertising Bureau
The world has shifted from an indirect brand economy to a direct brand economy.

**THE INDIRECT BRAND ECONOMY, 1879 – 2010**

**THE DIRECT BRAND ECONOMY, 2010 –**

[Diagram showing the transition from indirect to direct economy]
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Building Marketplaces
Showcasing World-Class Creativity to Engage and Delight Consumers

Digital advertising was born of technology, and as a result, it’s been oriented around systems and processes, rather than the aesthetics and ideas that captivate hearts and minds and allow brands to change consumer behavior. Marketers are struggling to keep up with the pace of platform evolution and mobility, and need to learn how to use the newest platforms without breaking their own cost base. But brands are clamoring for creativity in a marketplace of competing and increasingly asynchronous platforms.

As part of our efforts to refocus the interactive industry toward inspiring creative, in 2017 IAB continued to host and build creative marketplaces including the always popular IAB Digital Content Newfronts, the increasingly influential IAB Podcast Upfront, and the brand new IAB Content Studio Showcase: Brand New Ideas.

CONTENT STUDIO SHOWCASE: A MARKETPLACE FOR CONTENT CREATIVITY
In October, IAB hosted the first-ever IAB Content Studio Showcase: Brand New Ideas, a one-of-its-kind marketplace for publishers’ content studios, to showcase the wealth of ways these dynamic creative powerhouses apply their storytelling expertise to build marketers’ brands. These publisher content studios may be the most significant advance in advertising creativity since the Creative Revolution of the 1960s. Designed for an audience of advertisers, this marketplace featured examples of branded content solutions from some of the biggest names in digital advertising. The invitation-only event, held at The New York Times offices in New York City, was developed in direct response to the dramatic impact content studios are making in the ad industry: allowing brands to directly leverage publishers’ insights and creative talents to tell meaningful stories through native content. The event featured presentations from Partner Studio by AOL, CNN’s Courageous, Condé Nast’s 23 Stories, Disney Co/Op, and Hearst Digital Media’s Custom Content, among others. The marketplace was so well-received and successful in 2017, we expect to continue presenting content showcases around the country in 2018 to help publishers succeed.

DIGITAL CONTENT NEWFRONTS: A MARKETPLACE FOR DIGITAL VIDEO CREATIVITY
The IAB Digital Content NewFronts plays a powerful role connecting leading buyers and sellers of digital video content in the largest annual upfront marketplace for digital video. Held in May, the 2017 NewFronts had 36 events attracting approximately 14,000 attendees. Confirming the importance of the event as a catalyst for media buying decisions, nearly nine in 10 advertisers (88 percent) said they increased their original digital video budget as a result of attending the 2016 NewFronts. More than three-quarters (77 percent) agreed that the 2016 NewFronts encouraged them to investigate ways to incorporate new emerging formats such as augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), and 360-degree video advertising into their marketing strategy.

PODCAST UPFRONT: A MARKETPLACE FOR AUDIO CREATIVITY
U.S. podcast advertising revenues are forecast to skyrocket to more than $220 million in 2017, an 85 percent increase over 2016, according to the first-ever 2017 IAB Podcast Advertising Revenue Study, driven by connected consumers who rely more and more on mobile devices. But for all their cultural popularity, podcasts remain a bit of a mystery for too many brand marketers, who want to understand how to measure them consistently with other media. To educate marketers and advertisers and raise awareness of podcasting as a valuable platform to reach consumers, in September 2017, IAB produced the third annual Podcast Upfront, a one-day marketplace designed for advertisers and media buyers to preview the latest in innovative podcast programming from some of the biggest names in the digital audio arena. Presenters shared content offerings, audience insights, and opportunities with which advertisers can effectively align their brands and more than 200 marketers attended the event.

82% of ad buyers (and 87% of brand buyers) say the Digital Content NewFronts are a great way to preview all of the upcoming original digital video offerings in a short amount of time.

87% of ad buyers indicate they learned about at least one new opportunity from the NewFronts that would be a good fit for their company or client.

Source: 2017 NewFronts Attendee Survey, May-June 2017
asserting global political influence

leading public policy & advocacy efforts in washington d.c. and globally in a year of radical change

in the u.s. and around the world, policymakers are considering legislation and regulations that threaten to impair the digital media industry. well-meaning government regulation could undermine the ability of smaller and more innovative publishers to compete in the evolving digital economy. in response, iab advocacy efforts have focused on consumer privacy, data security, supply chain safety, advertising taxation, and other major regulatory and legislative issues to ensure that iab members’ voices are represented before congress, as well as at key agencies.

as part of the iab advocacy and policy efforts in washington d.c., our public policy team hosted many influential visitors from both the u.s. congress and european parliament. these visits were an opportunity to reinforce the value of the digital economy and to demonstrate how legislation affects our industry. iab also held its fourth-quarter board meeting in washington d.c., in order to provide a close-up view of how senior government stakeholders view the industry. federal communications commission (fcc) chairman ajit pai, acting federal trade commission (ftc) chairman maureen olthausen, and senator ron wyden, were just a few of the guest speakers from whom iab board members got a rare, off-the-record glimpse into the perceptions and future of our industry.

guidance on transparency and disclosure in digital political ads

on october 24, randall rothenberg testified on behalf of the iab before the house oversight and government reform committee’s subcommittee on information technology. the hearing, entitled oversight of federal political advertisement laws and regulations, examined the current technological landscape to determine if legislative, regulatory, or other solutions are needed. iab has always stood for greater transparency and disclosure in the digital advertising supply chain, regardless of whether the ads are political or commercial, because we believe transparency and disclosure are necessary for consumer safety and brand safety.

economic value of the advertising-supported internet

earlier in the year, iab hosted a congressional luncheon for the launch of the iab research on the economic value of the advertising-supported internet ecosystem. in attendance at this standing-room only event were key congressional staff, administration officials, and industry stakeholders. the meeting opened with remarks from congressman fred upton, representative from michigan, on the importance of the internet ecosystem to the u.s. economy. this research, led by professor john daughton at the harvard business school, found that the ad-supported internet is responsible for 10.4 million jobs and generated $1.1 trillion for the u.s. economy. the event concluded with a discussion on how to ensure legislation and regulation provide necessary protections for consumers without stifling economic growth and innovation.

digital content showcase with congress

in october, the iab public policy office also brought a select group of senior congressional staff from the house of representatives to new york for their second ever staff trip. starting with the content studio showcase, we were able to demonstrate how digital advertising is evolving. through our subsequent visits to four iab member offices—bloomberg, hearst, the new york times, and pandora—in new york city that day, we were able to reinforce the value of advertising and further the iab brand in d.c.

expanding the global agenda

in april, iab hosted an industry roundtable discussion on the recently proposed eu eprivacy regulation. introduced in january, this regulation would replace the current “cookie directive” with new and potentially burdensome requirements on how the digital advertising industry uses cookies and similar technologies for advertising, measurement, and analytics. iab was joined by a representative from the european commission, andreas olofsson, counselor for the digital economy at the eu delegation to the united states, and members of the iab legal affairs and public policy councils for this off-the-record discussion on the impact of the proposal and the iab response.

guiding the evolving eu eprivacy framework

in september, the iab public policy office hosted a delegation of members of the european parliament for a roundtable discussion in washington, d.c. the visiting members sit on the internal market & consumer protection committee, which has jurisdiction over key issues to our industry, including data protection, digital trade, and standards setting. the event was important to our ongoing efforts to address the harmful legislative proposals that have been introduced in europe. participants discussed the challenges they are facing to comply with the evolving privacy framework in europe, including the general data protection regulation (gdpr) and the proposed eu eprivacy regulation.

accelerating global growth

iab supports our members’ international agendas by leveraging the strength and collaboration of the iab global network, encompassing 44 iab organizations across 6 continents. the international team aims to further the overall mission of iab and to serve the interactive ad industry globally by advancing global thought leadership, promoting iab certification and training programs, and encouraging self-regulation and public policy.

the annual international breakfast session at the 2017 iab annual leadership meeting brought together nearly 70 digital advertising thought leaders from 23 countries spanning from argentina to canada, and from norway to japan, making it one of the largest gatherings since its start four years ago.

expanding the iab global network

2017 also kicked off with the japanese interactive advertising association (jiaa) joining the iab global network as iab japan, the forty-fourth iab licensee. masahiro katuno, senior managing director, jiia, and jiia team will work with iab to drive common goals, promote global standards and guidelines, create better ads, improve consumer experience, and advance the industry’s interests in the japanese market.

the 2017 iab global summit “connecting the global dots: marketers, consumers, and platforms” welcomed industry leaders from around the world to this invitation-only event that gathered close to a hundred digital leaders from international brands, agencies, publishers, and ad technology companies, together with iab executives from around the world to discuss and debate salient issues facing our industry globally and the opportunities for future growth.
Convening Thought Leaders
A Driving Force for the Industry’s Leading Priorities

IAB events bring together members, media executives and digital influencers, and attract innovators to the stage to address the most pressing issues facing the digital industry in the U.S. and around the world.

In September, IAB hosted the first-ever 2017 IAB Leadership Dialogues, a series of intimate discussions in which leaders of the marketing, media, and technology sectors interacted with leaders who are reinventing their world.

In 2017, IAB also updated the format of our one day events on programmatic, data, mobile, and video to become more interactive symposiums, adding town halls in the general sessions where the entire audience can engage in discussion and debate around key topics.
Advancing Brand Safety
Building Trust and Accountability in the Digital Supply Chain

At the IAB Annual Leadership Meeting in January 2017, Marc Pritchard, Chief Brand Officer of Procter & Gamble announced publicly that P&G would only work with companies that have a clean, productive media supply chain by the end of the year. It was a brave and essential move and one we wholeheartedly support. We also believe in the importance of digital standards’ development for the healthy and sustained growth of the supply chain, a core focus of the IAB Technology Laboratory (IAB Tech Lab). In 2017, the IAB Tech Lab has advanced across a number of dimensions.

The IAB Tech Lab develops standards and tools to provide consistent baseline utility to members and industry participants. Some initiatives from the Tech Lab in 2017 included launching the Authorized Digital Sellers program, ads.txt, releasing OpenRTB 3.0 framework and deep engagement with the Trustworthy Accountability Group (TAG) to support their anti-fraud, anti-malware, and inventory quality guidelines, as well as specific initiatives such as TAG ID.

Fighting Fraud by Increasing Transparency and Accountability
Continuing progress to help publishers and advertisers understand the dynamics to fight fraud and improve the digital supply chain, early in 2017 IAB announced that all its member publishers and technology companies will be required to register with TAG—a key digital ad industry’s program to fight fraud and other criminal activity—before June 2018 in order to remain eligible for continued membership in IAB. TAG membership has nearly quadrupled since that announcement, and for the first time, our “cousin” association, the Association of National Advertisers (ANA), which represents brand marketers, has noted in its member research a decline in the incidence of bot fraud affecting its members. Similarly, a study conducted by The 614 Group research confirmed that the use of TAG Certified distribution channels for digital advertising reduced the level of fraud by more than 83 percent from the broader industry average. As IAB continues to lead the industry toward a more transparent and secure supply chain, IAB Tech Lab resources are integral to developing necessary programs and tools to support those efforts.

The Authorized Digital Sellers program, ads.txt, has fast gained attention as an important tool in fighting ad fraud. Since its first release in May 2017, the OpenRTB Working Group has incorporated feedback from the industry about use cases that need to be supported via the ads.txt spec to accelerate continued adoption in the industry. We encourage adoption of ads.txt by all IAB members.

Built in part on this initiative, in October, IAB UK announced the establishment of the “IAB Gold Standard,” an effort to reduce ad fraud, improve digital advertising experiences, and increase brand safety in Great Britain. The program requires buy and sell-side implementation of ads.txt and adherence to standards IAB Tech Lab developed with the Coalition for Better Ads (CBA). IAB management is confident that a similar model, in combination with guidance and programs established by the U.S. Media Rating Council (MRC) and TAG, will soon enable new uniform brand safety guidelines worldwide.

Streamlining Standards Compliance
The IAB Tech Lab is also responsible for the development of innovative and scalable technical standards, code libraries to assist in rapid, cost-effective implementation of standards, and test platforms for companies to evaluate the compatibility of their technology solutions with IAB Tech Lab standards, which for almost 20 years have been the foundation for interoperability and profitable growth in the digital advertising supply chain.

Released in September, the OpenRTB 3.0 Framework draft for public comment includes secure signed bid requests (bid requests [authenticated publisher supply]) and an Ad Management API specification that enhances creative management. Both align with a new Advertising Common Object Model (AdCOM) that facilitates consistency across related specifications, and supports demand for authenticated supply and other anti-fraud tools, brand-safe ad experiences, and expanded support for media channels.

The Tech Lab was also integral in releasing MRAID—Mobile Rich Media Ad Interface Definitions—an initiative to define a common API (Application Programming Interface) for rich media ads running in mobile apps. MRAID 3.0 includes features to improve consumers’ ad experiences. The new MRAID enables the ad to measure viewability and audibility, detect environment, and obtain location data to prevent the most relevant experience. MRAID 3.0 also includes guidance on pre-loading ads and understanding readiness to display an ad. The Video Player Ad Interface Definition (VPAID) addendum to MRAID is also now fully included in the MRAID specification.

Additionally, a new Blockchain Working Group has been created by IAB Tech Lab to investigate how to apply blockchain technology to the ad industry to support transparency, billing, reconciliations, and other use cases.

We need better advertising to drive growth, enabled by media transparency to drive a clean and productive media supply chain… As we all know, the problems and solutions are not new: adopt one viewability standard, implement accredited third-party measurement verification, get transparent agency contracts, and prevent ad fraud.

— Marc Pritchard, P&G, IAB Annual Leadership Meeting, January 2017
Modernizing the User Experience
Dynamic Solutions That Drive Engagement

Good user experience is at the core of allowing the interactive ecosystem to thrive and our efforts on our members’ behalf are all in support of navigating this new world order.

**DYNAMIC ADS**

The IAB Tech Lab saw the need for a standard that would increase the fluidity of ad formats and allow for a more content-driven model where an ad simply becomes a real-time rendering of several pieces of content (e.g., an image, a line of copy, an animation, etc.). That need was filled with the release of the IAB Dynamic Content Ad Standard V.1.0, a structured system of meta data for defining creative components and their asset variations in an ad unit. This standard is designed to help creative developers, ad content management systems, and ad servers build and serve real-time dynamic content in advertisements based on audience data.

In July, IAB released a finalized version of the new IAB Standard Ad Unit Portfolio, featuring ads that allow for creative to adjust to a variety of screen sizes and resolution capabilities. This puts user experience front and center—benefiting both consumers and the brands that want to reach them online. These new ad units have gone through comprehensive testing, with expanded mobile and video capabilities that will propel interactive marketing to new heights.

Developed by the IAB Tech Lab, the ad units integrate aspect ratio-based flexible ad sizes, and also incorporate the LEAN Principles of lightweight, encrypted, ad-choice supporting, and non-invasive advertising within all of its mobile, display, and native ad formats. Based on HTML5 technology, it also includes guidelines for new digital content experiences such as augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), social media, mobile video, emoji ad messaging, and 360-degree video ads.

**BUILDING BETTER AD STANDARDS**

IAB also joined forces with the 4As and ANA in sending a letter to the Coalition for Better Ads to propose an industry-wide self-regulatory system, including browser makers and delivery tech companies, that would banish the most offensive advertising formats from the internet. IAB has also been participating in the Coalition for Better Ads, a workforce of leading international trade associations and companies involved in online media to improve consumers’ experience with advertising. In March, IAB supported the Coalition’s recommendation that brands, ad agencies, and publishers in North America and Europe voluntarily retire six desktop and 12 mobile advertising formats that fall beneath the threshold of consumer acceptability, and which correlate highly to consumers’ willingness to block ads. As an industry, our common goal should be to make great advertising and content that really engages users with the best possible experience.

Mobile is not an option anymore, it’s mandatory! As my friend Matias Jaramillo says “Everything that you do has to look good on mobile.” There is still a lot of room for creating and developing new apps and tools using AI. But, I believe AI will be the trigger of the next digital revolution.

— Carla Eboli, CMO, Dieste Inc., an Omnicom Group Agency

Brands need to focus more on attention; publishers should prioritize speed and revenue; and (users) people want a more performant user experience and fewer forced view ads.

— Colin Thomas, Sr. Analyst, Strategic Insights, Jumpstart Automotive Media, a Hearst Company

We believe that in 2017, the quality of storytelling will be paramount to native advertising success. Data and technology will play an increasingly important role in helping to inform, distribute and measure these stories, but it will be critical to create content that instantly evokes emotion and inspires action. Immersive formats, like 360 and VR, will accelerate this by allowing viewers to become a part of the stories themselves.

— Marcia Lesser, Head of Content Partnerships at Oath, a Verizon Company
Captivating Mobile Consumers
Improving User Experience in a Direct-to-Consumer Mobile Always World

The consumer march towards mobile has been on, in full speed. In the IAB 2017 Internet Advertising Revenue Report conducted by PwC, U.S. mobile ads account for more than half of digital ad spending. This shift has significant and profound implications for the future of our industry. Mobile ads have surpassed desktop ads. We’ve gone from a world of content and platforms that are mobile-optimized and mobile-first to a new reality where many consumers are mobile only. The IAB Mobile Marketing Center of Excellence is charged with driving the growth of mobile marketing, advertising, and media by creating standards and best practices, and provided research and insights that have helped accelerate the growth of the mobile ecosystem.

ALWAYS ON – A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE OF MOBILE CONSUMER EXPERIENCE
After years of uncertainty in the advertising industry about the viability of mobile as a serious medium, mobile advertising fueled more than half of the growth of the mobile ecosystem. The Mobile Identity Guide for Marketers, the IAB’s most recent guide, encapsulates best practices for retailers to leverage location data for marketing and customer service throughout the consumer purchase journey. Mobile location data enhances retail marketers’ understanding of consumer behavior in the physical world, and helps reach consumers when they are in the right context, measuring marketing campaign effectiveness in driving consumers to store and connecting the dots between different marketing platforms, including TV, desktop, mobile, and Digital Out-of-Home (DOOH).

Advertising delivered on a mobile device now makes up 54% of total internet advertising revenues. Advertising revenues delivered on mobile devices totaled $21.7 billion in the first half of 2017, a 40% increase from the prior half-year revenues of $15.5 billion.

Source: PwC | IAB internet advertising revenue report, first half of 2017
Enabling Brand Media Innovation
Surviving and Thriving in a New Direct-to-Consumer World

2017 was a year of tremendous change for many parts of the economy. As retail stores were closed by the thousands in 2017, there is a reckoning in commerce underway and it’s being led by direct-to-consumer (DTC) brands with their own products that manage the entire supply chain. DTC brands such as Casper, Dollar Shave Club, and Uber, and marketers using mobile as a direct-to-consumer pathway, are disrupting the business models of market-leading brands in many categories as the world shifts from an indirect brand economy to a direct brand (and cross-screen) economy. These direct-to-consumer strategies are the growth engine for a direct brand (and cross-screen) economy. These direct-to-consumer strategies are the growth engine for a direct brand (and cross-screen) economy.

To help our members navigate this new world order, IAB has assembled a series of digital marketing resources and tools for modern marketers in the areas of audio, digital out-of-home (DOOH), and mobile.

The 2018 IAB Annual Leadership Meeting: How to Build a 21st Century Brand will also uncover marketing, data, and organizational strategies that will help brands, publishers, and their partners compete in a world with nimble, tech-focused new market entrants and adapt their businesses to thrive in the 21st Century.

AUDIO AND PODCAST
Given the growing importance of digital audio, the IAB Audio Committee once again hosted an Audio Day in early February with the goal of spurring interest in this growing advertising medium. Over 200 brand and agency marketers attended the event, which was held at WNYC’s The Green Space in New York City. The event featured four hours of informative programming on digital audio’s value proposition for marketers. Invited speakers included several high-level agency and programmatic executives. In March, the Committee also hosted a webinar titled Digital Audio’s Value Proposition. Four committee members presented key points from the Digital Audio Buyer’s Guide that had been released in November 2016. Over 200 industry executives registered for the webinar including many agency and brand marketers.

Working closely with the IAB Podcast Committee, in June, IAB released the Podcast Ad Revenue Report in partnership with PwC that provided a first-of-its-kind, data-driven revenue analysis of the largest players in the podcasting industry. Key findings included that U.S. podcast advertising revenues were forecasted to skyrocket to more than $220 million in 2017, on a year-over-year (YoY) increase of 85 percent over the $119 million recorded in 2016. This was on top of an impressive 73 percent annual growth between 2015 and 2016.

85% increase in U.S. podcast advertising revenue in 2017 vs. 2016

To provide insights into podcast audience demographics, listener behaviors, creative treatments, ad formats, delivery and targeting, and ad effectiveness measurement before this year’s Podcast Upfronts, IAB also released the IAB Podcast Playbook, the organization’s first-ever buyer’s guide for podcast advertising. This playbook serves as a go-to reference guide to help brand marketers understand podcasts and effectively steer more ad dollars toward opportunities that will deliver in terms of audience reach. In an industry where explosive growth and dramatic change have been endemic, IAB seeks to educate marketers on the unique and valuable benefits of advertising on the medium.

DIGITAL OUT-OF-HOME
While the connected home was once thought to be the future, it’s the connected consumer who transformed the digital environment and primed the path for digital out-of-home (DOOH). In our fragmented media landscape, billboards, transit displays, and other place-based media don’t face the same challenges as other mediums do—there’s no below the fold, changing channels, or ad blocking. Out-of-home creative is big, bold, and timely. With dynamic digital capabilities, mobile targeting, and enhanced traffic data, outdoor is more integral to the media mix than ever. In recent years, DOOH is the main driver behind the outdoor medium’s resilience, attractiveness, and performance. Its inventory has increased by 20 percent in the last two years, reaching approximately 300,000 units globally. To help publishers and advertisers make the most of this ubiquitous new medium, the IAB Digital Out-of-Home Task Force met in 2017 and released a set of case studies highlighting best practices for this important touch point in the video everywhere world.

NATIVE ADVERTISING
Two new initiatives are in motion for native advertising and influencer marketing as part of the newly formed Social Media/Native/Content Committee, which consists of over 500 members and met in April in New York City. Because there is confusion and complexity in the marketplace, a working group will prepare a document about native advertising buying that will provide a framework for defining and thinking about the various native advertising options from publisher-direct, to more automated offerings. Another working group is preparing documents that outline how publishers are increasingly using influencer marketing tactics to both build their editorial brand, and engage the right audience on their platforms.

GAME ADVERTISING
The IAB Game Committee was represented at the New York Media Festival (NYMF) in September with a panel titled, Why Engaging Digital Ad Experiences Are the New Gold Standard for Marketers. The panel included senior leaders from Twitch, Unity Technologies, InMobi, and Zynga.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Based on significant member interest and with the goal of helping marketing, technology, and advertising executives navigate the impact AI and machine learning will have on the digital world of advertising, IAB has invited the Mobile, Native, and select Data Committee members to join the Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Machine Learning Working Group.

Co-chaired by IAB Mobile Center Board Member Patrick Albano, AdTheorent, and Weather.com’s CMO, Jordan Bitterman, this group of over 100 IAB members kicked off a project in July to develop a document that seeks to demystify AI/machine learning for marketing purposes. The group will also focus on organizing tools for the industry to plan ahead for the responsible uses of AI so that humans and machines work well together into the future. Additionally, in December IAB presented an online event on the practical applications of AI for marketing.
Advancing Video Everywhere
Spurring Growth in a Rapidly Evolving Landscape

The power of sight, sound, and motion to capture attention, drive engagement, and build brands is evidenced by the continued growth in digital video advertising. Serving as the industry go-to resource for all things video, the Video Center of Excellence provides an industry perspective on the state of the digital video, a marketplace representing over $9 billion in annual ad spend with a growth rate that has surpassed display, search, and social media. The center’s mission is to help educate the advertising marketplace about the growth and value of video in reaching and engaging consumers. With a growing library of resources, from the comprehensive Guide to Digital Video Advertising, the Video Landscape Report, and the Video Glossary, the Video Center empowers buyers and sellers to grow their business, through a better understanding of how to create, measure, and monetize digital video. The IAB Digital Video Center of Excellence gathered through its annual leadership summit—a core team of industry leaders to help prioritize issues and develop action plans to enable the continued growth of the video advertising space, which is rapidly coming to mean Video Everywhere.

The 2017 Digital Content NewFronts in May marked the fifth year that IAB has acted as Managing Partner of this vital marketplace, which has become the biggest digital video event of the year and a critical component in media planning for thousands of marketers and their agency-side strategists, media buyers, and planners. Mobility was a major theme at this year’s event. We saw, for example, a striking increase in the number of NewFronts presenters offering live programming—for “live” is the lure for the digital millennial. Another significant observation from the 33 NewFronts presentations is that Over-the-Top (OTT) video is morphing into a mainstream marketing medium. OTT video consumption in the living room is attracting all ages and demographics, creating equivalencies between upstarts and incumbent video brands, especially as younger consumers use their mobile phones as their set-top boxes and remotes, consuming digital native video, longstanding networks, and “coasted” videos promiscuously in single viewing sessions.

VIDEO AD SPEND AND THE CHANGING TV EXPERIENCE

The IAB Digital Video Center of Excellence released two studies in May, in tandem with the 2017 Digital Content NewFronts. First, the fourth annual Digital Content NewFronts: Video Ad Spend Study showed original digital video is gaining a greater share of total digital video budgets, reaching 47 percent in 2017, double from 2015. And native advertising continues to be a key part in these original digital video buys, accounting for 42 percent of investment.

The second report, The Changing TV Experience Study, showed that the majority of time Americans watch TV is spent streaming video. The big screen video experience is changing rapidly as 56 percent of consumers’ TVs are now IP-connected, and 54 percent of those viewers are now spending more time watching non-linear content, including digital video. And on the small screen, there’s exciting growth and advertiser demand, but also plenty of challenges as media companies and brands seek to fully leverage the mobile opportunity. DTC (Direct-to-Consumer) nimble brands also favor OTT as an advertising and storytelling platform and a great way to reach their target audiences. The key message for big screen video advertisers is that you need to be in OTT if you’re going to stay visible and relevant with on-demand, cord cutting/cord shaving consumers.

The IAB Video Center of Excellence and its members have developed a Guide to Digital Video Advertising that offers tools, tips, and guidance for publishers, marketers, and brands to understand video in its multiple current and emerging formats. Released in September, the guide is a combination web site and multi-chapter report that addresses such topics as: which formats and platforms are seeing the most growth, what works, and what’s trending for the future (including vertical video).

Other chapters include a Video Ad Tech Overview (explaining the technologies and standards used to serve ads, with practical checklists for campaign execution), Audience, Data and Measurement, and Challenges in the Digital Video Space (and Efforts Undertaken to Solve Them), with summaries of what’s needed to ensure a more efficient marketplace. Given the speed of change, the guide will be updated on a semi-annual basis.

VIDEO LANDSCAPE REPORT

As part of our continued effort to simplify video and educate the advertising marketplace about the growth and value of video, in November the IAB Video Center of Excellence released the second iteration of the Video Landscape Report, a collection of industry research and analysis highlighting key trends, challenges and opportunities related to addressable TV, connected TV/OTT, virtual reality (VR), vertical video, live video, exports, interactive and shoppable video, “skinny bundles,” and native formats. The report is updated twice a year to provide a snapshot of the current state of the video advertising ecosystem. In July, the IAB Video Center hosted its annual Video Leadership Summit: Tele//Vision, an invitation-only working meeting that gathers leading industry stakeholders to address and solve problems facing
the video industry. Beginning with a discussion with Chris Jacquemin (head of digital media at the Hollywood talent agency WME-IMG), participants examined the world of Hollywood disrupters, the creators and influencers driving the emerging OTT landscape. Additional themes included resources and measurement and what’s needed to support creative development across the multiscreen landscape. Issues of communication across the worlds of TV and digital were also addressed with suggestions focused on establishing a shared vernacular, buyer education, and clearer key performance indicators (KPIs) to help bridge gaps in planning, buying and selling.

THE COLLIDING WORLDS OF DIGITAL VIDEO AND TV

The growing popularity of Over-the-Top (OTT) video is shifting the traditional TV landscape, bringing interactivity, data, and targeting long associated with digital media to the television ecosystem. To build on the OTT/Connected TV research program, the IAB Digital Video Center, in collaboration with Freewheel, Hulu, and Roku, conducted a primary research study and in November of 2017 released a report called The OTT Co-Viewing Experience 2017 to focus on understanding the co-viewing behavior on OTT and its benefits to brands, such as incremental reach and advertising effectiveness. Co-viewing, long a staple of linear TV viewing, is similarly popular with viewers of OTT, DVR, and video-on-demand (VOD) programming. The study reveals that more than half (56 percent) of those co-viewing on OTT say that they regularly talk about the brands or products they see while watching content on television screens. Moreover, brand-related multitasking behaviors are particularly strong among OTT co-viewers, including chatting on social media about the brands they see, conducting brand-related searches, and even making purchases online. OTT co-viewers also spend more than double the amount of time watching ad-supported content than they do on subscription services with no ads.

Also in November, IAB hosted a full-day Video Symposium: Video Everywhere exploring innovation and strategies for creating, distributing, measuring, and maximizing the use of video to engage consumers across platforms. In a media landscape that continues to be transformed by the confluence of technological innovations and consumer behavior shifts, one thing is clear, the general notion of a video consumer is in the midst of a rewrite. With the goal of examining the opportunities and challenges that come from operating in a complex media environment where everything is in motion, the event featured leaders from the top publishers, brands, and tech enablers who shared their first-hand experiences with consumers that come from operating in a complex media environment where everything is in motion, the event featured leaders from the top publishers, brands, and tech enablers who shared their first-hand experiences on key topics in the industry. There were key discussions surrounding how to monetize OTT, how to use data to understand the connected consumer and measure campaign impact, and strategies for developing OTT creative.

THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE OF VIDEO CONSUMPTION

Driven by the popularity of apps such as Instagram, Facebook, and Snapchat, half of the advertisers interviewed for the IAB NewFronts Video Ad Spending study stated that they purchased vertical video ads in 2016. In addition, a recent study by analytics firm MOVIR shows that most smart phones are being used in portrait orientation, with the most popular size showing 90 percent portrait usage. In addition, inspired by this continued growth in vertical consumption, the IAB Vertical Video Working group prepared the Vertical Video Advertising Best Practices guide that offers marketers tips and suggestions for how best to develop device and platform-specific vertical video creative that takes advantage of the opportunity for full-screen immersion.

TECHNICAL STANDARDS FOR A SCALABLE VIDEO FUTURE

Nearly 10 years ago, when digital video advertising delivery looked like it would veer into a chaotic jumble of competing standards, IAB and its members crafted the Digital Video Player-Ad Interface Definition (VPAID) and Digital Video Ad Serving Template (VAST) specifications for serving video ads consistently to different digital players. The standards were rapidly adopted by advertisers and loved for their flexibility and innovation. But VPAID and VAST were developed in the pre-mobile, pre-app world and over the years, VPAID especially, began to be co-opted for uses it was not intended for. This is why IAB is making significant moves to simplify and clean up the digital video standards landscape with updated standards. An updated standard, VAST 4.0 took a major step in 2016 to cover some of these concerns. VAST-based video ads can now be delivered to a mobile device on a 4G network in milliseconds, an instant-play experience that allows publishers and advertisers to minimize consumer frustrations while increasing render, fill, reach, and completion rates.

IAB is continuing to address issues of transparency and trust by building function specific standards (specific specs for Verification and for Interactivity) and by supporting a publisher-centric architecture. Going forward, the VPAID spec is being retired and will be replaced by two separate specs in development. Verification will be covered under the Open Measurement (OM) umbrella. The plan is to rely on VAST to deliver the ad, Open Measurement for verification and VAST Interactive templates for simpler/common interactive experiences to build immersive interactive experiences. Standards lead to scale, which benefits both publishers and advertisers. We are committed to greater transparency and disclosure in the digital advertising supply chain, and better user experience for consumers. Only then can digital video realize its full potential as a reliably scalable, safe, and profitable medium that also delights and engages consumers every time.

VERTICAL = 90% OF SMARTPHONE VIEW TIME*  
HORIZONTAL VS. VERTICAL

Source: ImMoji, “Smartphone vs. Tablet Orientation, MOVIR – The Mobile Overview Report, Q2 2017
Making Measurement That Matters
Creating New Cross-Platform Currencies

The ability to count media exposures and message frequency across channels is foundational to assessing ad effectiveness and the relative contributions of individual touchpoints towards marketing objectives. IAB is committed to helping the industry define meaningful and relevant metrics across all forms and formats of media—including mobile video, native, and audio—to make cross-media planning, buying, and analysis comparable, so brand advertising budgets can flow to digital media.

IAB continues to engage with MRC (Media Rating Council), MMA (MMA), and AAA (American Association of Advertising Agencies) to move the Making Measurement Make Sense (3MS) initiative beyond viewability as it focuses on the next 3MS goal of creating common audience currency across media channels. As part of this effort, MRC together with IAB, ANA and 4A’s issued its new Digital Audience-Based Measurement Standards document in 2017. These standards build on MRC’s prior work on viewable impression measurement and the effective filtration of invalid traffic, and provide a set of recommended practices for the collection and processing of information used in the assignment of audience characteristics to impression-level data. These standards are an important and meaningful milestone for the media and marketing industry as we move together toward cross-media measurement comparability—the ultimate goal of 3MS. The adoption period for the standard is the full year of 2018.

MEASURING DIGITAL LOCATION-BASED ADVERTISING

With ad measurement and performance under more scrutiny than ever, the Media Rating Council (MRC) issued the final version of its Location-Based Advertising Measurement Guidelines in March, a collaborative effort between MRC, MMA, and IAB. These measurement guidelines are formally in place to serve as industry guidance for the measurement of digital location-based advertising. The guidelines provide key definitions for location-based measurement terms, as well as recommended research practices and disclosures concerning the assignment of device, or user location for use in digital advertising measurements. They serve as a benchmark that companies and agencies can use if they choose to have their services voluntarily validated through an independent third-party auditing process.

DIGITAL AUDIO AD METRICS

The Podcast Measurement Technical Guidelines establish a common set of ad metrics in the podcast space by introducing a four-step process that will help increase the accuracy of measuring podcast downloads, audience size, and ad delivery. In addition, the new guidelines provide an expanded set of podcast content metrics definitions, since podcast advertising is intricately tied to corresponding editorial content.

MODERNIZING MEASUREMENT STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES

Finally, IAB is committed to eliminating confusion and reducing friction in the marketplace by developing and updating measurement standards and guidelines. The Modernizing Measurement Task Force (MMTF) released the final versions of the Mobile In-App Ad Measurement Guidelines and Digital Video Ad Measurement Guidelines, which cover the measurement and disclosures related to dynamic, in-application advertisements that appear on mobile devices, the Mobile Web Measurement Guidelines, and the Desktop Display Impression Measurement Guidelines, with the goal of defining and driving clear standards-based metrics for interactive advertising across the marketing ecosystem that are comparable to legacy media.

The Open Measurement Software Development Kit (OM SDK) initiative was created to address scaling for third-party measurement of ads served within mobile app environments. In October, IAB Tech Lab announced an exciting change in the way that viewability is measured and vendors interact with mobile applications with a beta rollout of the OM SDK to the members of the Open Measurement Working Group for testing. This is an essential and important first step in introducing this SDK to market, and the beginning of a new era for the industry. We are entering an age where complex shared software frameworks will be centrally managed, with collaboration across multiple companies.

“Brand safety, ad fraud, ad blocking, the three V’s—viewability, verification, and value—are all important issues in their own right, but it concerns me that as an industry we seem to see them each with tunnel vision, jumping from one to the next, rather than seeing them as connected and part of a holistic digital landscape. Ultimately, it is about seeing one consumer and one budget, not different budgets for different parts of consumers’ [online] and offline lives.”

—Keith Weed, Unilever
Demystifying Data
Driving Transparency and Accountability in Data

In 2016, IAB launched the IAB Data Center of Excellence to expand existing IAB resources and drive the data agenda for the digital media, marketing, and advertising industry. The IAB Data Center of Excellence has the mission to define boundaries and to increase value along the data chain, for consumers, marketers, and the digital ecosystem that supports them, as well as to help the industry grow revenue and spread the adoption of identity standards in the marketplace.

THE OUTLOOK FOR DATA 2017 AND BEYOND

Early in 2017, the IAB Data Center of Excellence partnered with the Winterberry Group for the second consecutive year in order to better understand and quantify audience data applications among digital marketing practitioners. The Outlook for Data 2017: A Snapshot into the Evolving Role of Audience Insight is a data benchmarking survey (released during the IAB Annual Leadership Meeting at the end of January) that provides a state of the union perspective that practitioners can use to benchmark their current efforts and plan for the year ahead. Among the findings:

• Two-thirds of companies surveyed (67 percent) increased their spending on data and related services from 2015 to 2016, and even more (71 percent) anticipated bigger budgets in 2017, reflecting the continued importance of data in our industry.

• Cross-channel measurement and attribution will occupy the most time and resources in 2018. This is a notable progress from 2016, when cross-device audience analytics demanded the most attention—highlighting increasing sophistication across the industry.

SIZING THE DATA MARKET

In December, the Data Center of Excellence and the Data and Marketing Association (DMA) released the first-ever market sizing benchmarks for data-related investment across classes and types. Called The State of Data 2017, a study showing that U.S. companies will have spent $10.05 billion on third-party audience data in 2017 for advertising and marketing efforts. However, slightly more—$10.13 billion—will have been spent on third-party solutions to support its activation. Compiled by Winterberry Group and based on an analysis of financial information provided by a range of the nation’s leading commercial data providers, the research shows that of the money spent on third-party solutions, $4.3 billion is expected to be spent in 2017 on supporting data integration, processing, and hygiene. These types of services help maximize the accuracy and actionability of audience data, while providing contextual brand safety. The report was released at the IAB Data Symposium in New York City and demonstrates that modern marketers are strategically investing in solutions to ensure their third-party data is not only ethical and secure, but also effective and accurate. The Data Center expects to build on this seminal research in 2018 by working with publishers, brands, and other stakeholders to ensure that they have the skill sets and insights necessary to take full advantage of the audience data they collect and acquire.

DATA ROCKSTAR AWARDS 2017

Also in December at the Data Symposium, IAB and the IAB Data Center of Excellence announced the winners of the second annual IAB Data Rockstar Awards. The awards recognize outstanding work being done by data industry practitioners, encouraging greater interest in the dynamic field of data science. Winners were selected by the Data Center Board of Directors and were evaluated based on demonstrated excellence, creativity, or forward-thinking approaches to solving problems in data science, as well as the impact their contributions have made to their team, company, or the industry as a whole.

This year, IAB and the IAB Data Center of Excellence also presented the first-ever IAB Data Rising Star Award, won by Dorothy Advincula, Research and Insights Lead, Samsung. The IAB Data Rockstar Awards were created to acknowledge the importance of leadership in data science—and to highlight the ongoing need for exceptional talent in the space. These award winners represent the best-of-the-best in the dynamic arena of Big Data and play key roles in ensuring that digital marketing delivers powerful results for brands and consumers alike.

TRANSFORMING FOR THE NEXT GENERATION OF AUDIENCE MARKETING

Finally, the IAB Measurement & Attribution Committee continued its focus in 2017 on buy-side multitouch attribution (MTA) guidance with the issuance of a primer on key considerations and evaluation criteria for MTA providers. This overview document is intended to help practitioners better understand the different types of data collection platforms or their disposal, their key value propositions, and how MTA analysis requires the aggregation of certain types of measurement inputs to function effectively. Using this as a reference point, readers will have a much more informed understanding of the key questions to ask MTA providers when evaluating their capabilities.
Defining New Standards, Software, and Services to Drive Members’ Growth

The IAB Technology Laboratory is a nonprofit research and development consortium charged with producing and helping companies implement global industry technical standards and solutions for the digital media and advertising industries. The IAB Tech Lab produces and provides standards, software, and services to drive growth of an effective and sustainable global digital media ecosystem—from sell side to buy side. In 2017, the Tech Lab made real progress toward our collective goals.

**SUPPLY CHAIN**

Building a transparent, safe, and effective digital supply chain for improved brand and consumer safety:
- AdX.txt - the simple mechanism to identify Authorized Digital Sellers
- OpenRTB 3.0 – a new framework (in public comment) for increased security, transparency, and authentication in automated (programmatic) advertising
- Support for the Trustworthy Accountability Group anti-fraud and anti-malware initiatives and TAG ID to support transparency and safety
- Projects in progress to develop standards for identity resolution/management and data quality/privacy

**MEASUREMENT**

The IAB Tech Lab enables simpler and more consistent measurement:
- Open Measurement SDK to address challenges in scaling third-party measurement of viewability and other attributes of ads and users within mobile app environments
- Podcast Measurement Guidelines to define standard metrics for both podcast content and podcast ads, and provide technical guidance for server-side measurement
- Updated click and impression measurement guidelines, as part of the Modernizing Measurement initiative, working with MRC and others

**CONSUMER EXPERIENCE**

Our initiatives support improved user experiences, especially for video and native:
- The IAB New Ad Portfolio, based on HTML5 technology for mobile, display, and native formats, follows the LEAN principles (Lightweight, Encrypted, AdChoice-Supporting, Non-intrusive advertising), and also includes guidelines for new digital content experiences such as augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), social media, mobile video, emoji ad messaging, and 360-degree video ads
- Dynamic Content Ad Standards to help creative developers, ad content management systems, and ad servers build and serve real-time dynamic content in advertisements
- Defining a LEAN Seal program, so players throughout the ecosystem can attest to their alignment with these critical principles (launching in 2018)

**CHANNELS (MOBILE/“TV”)**

We provide members with updated standards, specs, and actionable tools to facilitate transactions and automated processes, with a focus on mobile and TV/video channel enablement:
- Mobile Rich Media Ad Interface Definitions (MRAID) version 3.0 and MRAID Ads SDK Tester
- Digital Video Ad Serving Template (VAST) version 4.0 and VAST Tag Validator
- Substantive progress in addressing evolution of the ATSC standard, file formats, and metadata to facilitate connected TV and OTT platforms and the overall transition of TV to digital

These efforts are just highlights of the progress IAB Tech Lab has made with the support of our members.

**STANDARDS IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT**

Borders do not confine digital, and the steps the industry is taking to improve the advertising experience for consumers continue to be seen well across Europe. Publishers in countries such as France, Sweden, Germany, the Netherlands, and the U.K. have taken ad-blocking and user experience best practices into action, actively engaging with their users and continuing to work with the IAB Tech Lab. The IAB New Ad Portfolio has also been embraced by IAB Europe’s Brand Advertising Committee and representatives from the IAB Global Network at the IAB Global Summit, ensuring a global scope and adoption.

Overall, 2017 marked a continued growing spirit of collaboration in the international marketplace with great opportunity for publishers, marketers, and agencies to participate in driving the industry forward. IAB plans continued activities in all these countries and across borders in 2018 and beyond to help government entities understand which regulations can be good for the industry and to promote responsible growth.

**IAB TECH LAB COMPLIANCE PROGRAM**

The IAB Tech Lab has launched the Technology Compliance Program, a system for auditing and formally validating companies’ use of critical industry standards. Becoming an IAB Tech Lab Complaint Partner means you’ve joined an elite group of industry leaders who share common goals including:
- Driving efficiency in our complex ecosystem
- Influencing the growth of standards that align with cost saving, effectively increasing your bottom line
- Spending more time on advancing platforms when selecting partners who are compliant
- Using your IAB Tech Lab Compliance as proof that you are compliant and expect the same from your partners
Championing Diversity and Inclusion
Building a Diverse Talent Pipeline for the Digital Workforce

A healthy and sustainable digital industry needs a talent pipeline that reflects the audiences it serves. IAB continues to champion this goal with the IAB Education Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charitable non-profit organization, dedicated to tackling the growing talent and skills gap and increasing gender, racial, cultural and economic diversity in the digital marketing and advertising industry. iDiverse, the Education Foundation’s marquee education initiative, is committed to creating a pipeline of diverse and skilled professionals to ensure the continued health and vibrancy of the digital industry, through training, mentoring, recruiting, and workforce development.

MULTICULTURAL BEST PRACTICES
The shift of the digital ad audience for the multicultural demographic has far outpaced the demographic shift of the ad industry. Today, more than 40 percent of the U.S. population are diverse, non-white Americans. To support our members in this important opportunity, the IAB Cross-Cultural Marketing Day: “Our America Is Multicultural So Is the Opportunity,” was held on October ’10 at Oath offices in New York. The event featured speakers from Kimberly-Clark and Ipsos, as well as discussions of approaches for addressing the “majority minority,” how companies, agencies, and marketing teams are organizing for success, and the increasing importance of quality data and consumer insights. Client-based case studies were shared throughout the day.

PROMOTING EDUCATION, DIVERSITY, AND DEVELOPMENT
The Education Foundation is working hard to deliver a diverse talent pool that reflects the audiences we serve by adding qualified diverse talent to the industry’s employment pipeline through its iDiverse initiative.

The iDiverse education program is an in-depth four-month training program, developed by leading industry experts, that prepares a diverse group of enrollees for jobs in digital media, marketing, sales support, and data analytics.

QUALIFIED CANDIDATES LOOKING FOR JOBS IN COMPANIES LIKE YOURS
We are now proud to claim 70 graduates from our iDiverse Digital Marketing and Media Foundations Program on both the East and West coasts.

We encourage our members to show support by hiring these qualified candidates, by joining our board of directors, and/or supporting and funding our program initiatives.

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION TASK FORCE
The Diversity & Inclusion Task Force met in October for a lively discussion presented by Education Foundation board member Freada Kapor Klein of Kapor Center for Social Impact on Why Diverse Employees Leave Tech and What to Do About It. Tim Armstrong, CEO, Oath, sat down with two of our newest iDiverse graduates to hear their perspective on why they took the Digital Marketing and Media Foundations course, what they hope to do now that they have finished, and why they are interested in joining the digital marketing industry.

We also hosted a “Career Accelerator” event in NYC on November 6 for the graduates of our iDiverse program, asking Hiring Managers, D&I Professionals, and HR representatives to lend their expertise and meet our students.

IAB EDUCATION FOUNDATION BOARD
Under the leadership of the IAB Education Foundation Board Chair and Oath CEO Tim Armstrong, the board met in October and discussed the expansion of the program and ways to bolster hiring initiatives. We urge our members to show their support as a thought leader in diversity by joining our board of directors and supporting our initiatives.

As we were going to press with this year’s annual report, IAB was humbled and honored to learn that the IAB Education Foundation and Randall Rothenberg have been inducted into the Diversity Hall of Honors at the inaugural Advancing Diversity Honors event held during CES on January 10 in Las Vegas. It’s an affirmation that the IAB Education Foundation is uniquely positioned to connect the stakeholders that understand the looming skills gap and human capital problems facing the interactive industry—so we can all work together to solve them.

Students coming out of the program have a core knowledge of the industry and are prepared for entry level jobs. Graduates of the program are eligible to take the IAB Digital Marketing and Media Foundations Certification exam, further solidifying their knowledge of the ecosystem. By hiring iDiverse graduates, you’re hiring a highly credentialed, entry-level candidate, ready to make an impact at your company.
Accelerating Career Growth
Certification Programs and Professional Development

As the digital media and advertising industry has grown, IAB members have asked for more training programs to build the talent pool by improving skills in the digital media and advertising industries and expanding certification programs in sales, data solutions, and ad operations. The IAB Certification Program continues to expand in size and global recognition. In 2017, digital leaders have taken part in the Sales, Ad Operations, and Data programs across 73 countries, bringing the total number of participants in the program to more than 14,820.

Programmatic Decoded
The industry is changing quickly and IAB has continued to introduce new certifications and retrofitted older ones to reflect the changes in technology and the industry. In 2017, IAB launched a new training program called Programmatic 360: Automation Decoded, an exclusive, comprehensive training for buyers and sellers that provides in-depth knowledge of programmatic technologies. IAB also launched the online counterpart to our Programmatic 360: Automation Decoded in-person course, which already reached more than 150 learners in cities across the U.S. in 2017. The online course is highly interactive with live discussions and demos from industry experts, providing technical know-how and best practices for buyers and sellers. Responding to high demand for this training, the course will be available online globally.

Marketing and Media Foundations Certification
IAB also introduced the IAB Digital Marketing and Media Foundations Certification, the only globally recognized professional certification created specifically for digital media and advertising. This program is for those new to the digital spectrum, and provides a solid understanding of the digital marketing and media ecosystem, while helping candidates build their careers and secure jobs in a range of digital advertising departments—from media buying to selling, ad operations, data solutions, marketing, and more.

The ongoing demand from members for IAB learning and certification programs is a validation of how important training is for the industry as a whole to extend the talent pipeline and our commitment to ensuring members’ needs are being met.
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Main Outputs of Committee and Council Work

WHITESTRAPES, BEST PRACTICES, AND BUYER’S GUIDES

These are documents that serve to define, understand, or provide an update on a particular industry platform or topic. Whitepapers tend to provide an industry overview and perspective on a platform, problem, or process. Best practices are determined by a group of IAB industry experts and are benchmarks or proven methodologies to approaching a topic. Best practices provide an update on a particular industry platform or topic.

Ad Blocker Working Group
Data Quality Working Group
Digital Video Ad Format Guidelines Working Group
Digital Video Technical Standards Working Group
Display Creative Guidelines Working Group
Digital Measurement Task Force
Identity & Audience Data
Mobile Measurement Task Force
Mobile Rich Media Interface Definitions (MRAID)
Podcast Technical Working Group
OTT Working Group
Video Viewability
Video Viewability Technical Working Group

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

IAB creative ad formats and technical specifications provide consistency in ad formats and delivery methods (usually in the form of code) so the marketplace can realize efficiencies of scale in ad buying, selling, and ad creation. These standards apply to publishers, other media sellers, and technology vendors, and most of them are now developed in partnership with the IAB TechLab.

IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES

Upon the completion of a technical specification, an implementation guideline provides organizations with a clear template for applying and adopting IAB standards into their business practices.

IAB TECH LAB WORKING GROUPS AND TASK FORCES

Ad Blocking Working Group
Blockchain Working Group
Data Quality Working Group
Digital Video Ad Format Guidelines Working Group
Digital Video Technical Standards Working Group
Display Creative Guidelines Working Group
Mobile Measurement Task Force
Mobile Rich Media Interface Definitions (MRAID)
Podcast Technical Working Group
OTT (Over-The-Top Video) Technical Working Group
Research Working Group
SkillsForMedia Implementation Working Group
Taxonomy & Mapping Working Group
Video Tools & Best Practices Subgroup

2017 Committees and Councils

IAB helps drive the industry forward through the efforts of committees and councils in various industry segments. These groups include the brightest minds in the industry gathered to develop solutions that improve the interactive advertising and marketing ecosystem for everyone. There are currently more than 20 IAB committees and councils and more than 50 working groups and task forces. In 2017 we also introduced an Investment & Relations team to prioritize IAB resources on initiatives with the most impact for our members’ growth and the overall health of the industry.

IAB committees are based on specific platforms within the digital advertising medium. Committee members work together to provide platform value or simplify the processes for buying, selling, and creating interactive advertising.

IAB councils are based on specific industry roles within members’ organizations. Council members share best practices and develop tools to improve efficiency, provide thought leadership, and grow digital advertising.

Committees and Councils

Advanced TV Committee
Doug Fleming, Hulu, Co-Chair
Adar Livny, OMD, Co-Chair
Audio Committee
Mike Agovino, PodcastOne, Co-Chair
Gino Gambrillo, National Public Radio, Co-Chair
Lee Hollanders, Spotify, Co-Chair
Scott Liss, HeartMedia, Co-Chair
Douglas Stens, Pandora, Co-Chair
B2B Committee
Andrew Goldberg, AdRoll, Co-Chair
Steven Soffiantino, Mercom Ventures, Co-Chair
Buying Automation Committee
Bob Arnold, Google, Co-Chair
Christopher Murphy, LiveRamp, Co-Chair

Working Groups and Task Forces

Task forces are created to address an industry challenge or topic that is emerging and requires discussion, definition, and development of an IAB perspective. The groups may transition into a committee or council should the topic require numerous and long-term resources. Task forces are made up mostly of invited members and may include nonmember partners should their expertise be required to move forward.

Working groups are formed by members of committees and councils. They are smaller, more focused groups of members and aim to complete a project, initiative, or committee action that requires member contributions.

Local Committees
Kratos Berlin, Telco, Co-Chair
Rachel Paquette, Venm, Co-Chair
Measurement & Attribution Committee
Andrew Canton, Snapchat, Co-Chair
Neil Haynie, Google, Co-Chair
Mobile Advertising Committee
DengKe Chen, Yahoo, Co-Chair
Kurt Hewko, Conversant Media, Co-Chair
Matt Kaplan, Unison, Co-Chair
Selling Automation Committee
Jason Fairchild, OpenX, Co-Chair
Andrew Kraft, AppNexus, Co-Chair
Jason White, CIB, Interactive, Co-Chair
Social Media/Interactive Content Committee
Fredrica Aker, Twitter, Co-Chair
Melissa D din, Time Inc., Co-Chair
Alli Warner, Expedia, Co-Chair
Asher Reputation, Facebook, Co-Chair

ADVISORY BOARDS

Ad Product Advisory Board
Ad Tech and Ad Ops Advisory Board
Agency Advisory Board
Research Advisory Board
Video Content Buyer Advisory Board

IAB Dyanmic Ad Standards Working Group
Identity Standards Working Group
Influence: Marketing for Publishers Working Group
Interactive Video Working Group
Measurment Perspective Working Group
Mobile Location Data Working Group
Mobile Measurement Task Force
Mobile Rich Media Interface Definitions (MRAID)
Podcast Technical Working Group
Digital Video Technical Standards Working Group
Dynamic Content Ad Standards Working Group

IAB WORKING GROUPS AND TASK FORCES

Accounts Receivable Working Group
Ad Effectiveness Studies Working Group
Advanced Attribution Working Group
AI/Machine Learning for Marketing Working Group
Blockchain for Video-Business Working Group
CFO Tax Working Group
Competition Working Group
Cross Platform Ad Effectiveness Research Working Group
Cross Platform Measurement Issues Working Group
Data Measurement Research Working Group
Data Quality Working Group
Digital Out of Home Metrics Glossary Working Group
Digital Video Ad Format Guidelines Working Group
Digital Video Glossary Working Group
Digital Video Technical Standards Working Group
Display Creative Guidelines Working Group
Export Working Group
IAB Dyanmic Content Ad Standards Working Group

CFO Council
Michael Warren, Unbounce, Co-Chair
Legal Affairs Council
Steve Hicks, Offsite, LLC, Co-Chair
Marketmakers Council
Nadine Karp McHugh, DDB, Co-Chair
Josh Nueke (formerly Colgate Palmolive), Co-Chair
Multicultural Council
Dias Amato, Google, Co-Chair
Stacy Graham, BET Networks, Co-Chair
Public Policy Council
Todd Hopp, News Corporation, Co-Chair
Research Council
Stephan Frank, Condé Nast, Co-Chair
Dan Murphy, Unison, Co-Chair
Sales Executive Council

Data Benchmarks & Activation Committee
Digital Out of Home Committee
Adrian D’Souza, Interactive, Co-Chair
Rainbow Webby, Clear Channel, OMD, Co-Chair
Digital Video Committee
Matthew Coran, Facebook, Co-Chair
Jared Weichsel, CEO, Interactive, Co-Chair
Games Committee
Gabrielle Heyman, Zynga, Co-Chair
Kris Nelson, Sermo, Co-Chair
John Shrumabd, Unity Technologies, Co-Chair
Identity & Audience Data Committee
Alyxa Bonu, Mediatoolkit, Co-Chair
Greg Williams, Mediatoolkit, Co-Chair

2017 COMMITTEES AND COUNCILS

Advise the Council and Co-Chairs and staff on strategic decisions, as well as on the planning, organization, and execution of council and committee activities.

2017 Committees and Councils
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Co-Chair
Christopher Murphy, Committee
Buying Automation
Scott Liss, Les Hollander, Co-Chair
Mike Agovino, Committee
Committees and Councils leadership, and grow digital advertising.

IAB councils

iHeartMedia, Co-Chair
DISH, Co-Chair
Spotify, Co-Chair
Hulu, Co-Chair
PodcastOne, Co-Chair
National Public, Co-Chair
Mansueto Ventures, Co-Chair
LinkedIn, Co-Chair
LiveRamp, Co-Chair

IAB councils

iHeartMedia, Co-Chair
DISH, Co-Chair
Spotify, Co-Chair
Hulu, Co-Chair
PodcastOne, Co-Chair
National Public, Co-Chair
Mansueto Ventures, Co-Chair
LinkedIn, Co-Chair
LiveRamp, Co-Chair

Main Outputs of Committee and Council Work

WHITESTRAPES, BEST PRACTICES, AND BUYER’S GUIDES

These are documents that serve to define, understand, or provide an update on a particular industry platform or topic. Whitepapers tend to provide an industry overview and perspective on a platform, problem, or process. Best practices are determined by a group of IAB industry experts and are benchmarks or proven methodologies to approaching a platform process, industry workflow, or common practice. Buyer’s guides are designed to be the definitive industry guide for anyone who wants to learn about using digital media to advertise within a specific platform or technology. This resource usually includes information such as market statistics, metrics commonly used, and successful ad campaigns.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

IAB creative ad formats and technical specifications provide consistency in ad formats and delivery methods (usually in the form of code) so the marketplace can realize efficiencies of scale in ad buying, selling, and ad creation. These standards apply to publishers, other media sellers, and technology vendors, and most of them are now developed in partnership with the IAB TechLab.

IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES

Upon the completion of a technical specification, an implementation guideline provides organizations with a clear template for applying and adopting IAB standards into their business practices.

IAB committees

Advise the Council and Co-Chairs and staff on strategic decisions, as well as on the planning, organization, and execution of council and committee activities.
Delivering lasting value to our members and ensuring the safe and sustained growth of the interactive industry are top priorities at IAB, and the financial state of IAB, like the industry we represent, started and ended the year strong. This sustained growth is a reflection of the work we do on behalf of our members and the confidence they place in us.

According to unaudited 2017 financial statements and under the fiscal leadership of IAB President and COO Patrick Dolan, IAB finished the year with top line revenue of $30.9 million, up slightly from $30.1 million in 2016.

Membership dues revenue was $15.7 million for 2017, up from $14.9 million in 2016 and $554,000 more than budgeted. Events at IAB in 2017 were projected to bring in $5 million, slightly lower than anticipated due to fixed costs associated with events, but we carefully managed expenses to offset the shortfall.

As the digital media and advertising industry has grown, our members have asked for more training programs to grow the talent pool. The IAB Certification Programs and Professional Development, established five years ago, totaled $2 million in revenue in 2017, which is $203,000 more than expected and a positive sign for the relevance and success of our Mobile Always efforts. The Video Center of Excellence saw revenue of $2.1 million (up sharply from $1.3 million in 2016), including the wildly popular Digital Content NewFronts industry event. The Data Center of Excellence saw revenue jump to $807,000, up from $550,000 in 2016.

Additional ongoing revenue streams include initiatives such as sponsored research, member services, international licensing fees, and other fundraising programs.

In 2017, IAB invested revenues received towards helping member businesses grow and excel. Funding was directed toward producing valuable third-party research for building brands in digital media as well as investing in the IAB Video Center of Excellence, the relatively new IAB Data Center of Excellence, and the IAB Education Foundation. We also made additional investments in the IAB Tech Lab to lead the industry toward a more transparent and secure supply chain, which we believe is a foundation for the future growth of our members.

Overall, IAB managed expenses closely in 2017, which totaled $23.1 million, and closed the year with a surplus of $1.7 million.

With our members’ support, IAB is well positioned financially to deliver on an ambitious agenda for championing industry growth in 2018 and beyond.

**Financial Review**

**Essential Investments in IAB Member Success and Growth**

IAB organizations are also taking hold and delivering on revenue. The IAB Tech Lab brought in $2.6 million in its third year of operation (up from $2 million last year) to develop tools, standards, and best practices that simplify and reduce costs associated with the digital advertising and marketing supply chain. IAB also received $505,000 in donations to the IAB Education Foundation and its IDiverse initiative in 2017 for building a more diverse talent pipeline.

The Centers of Excellence are also showing ongoing progress. The IAB Mobile Marketing Center of Excellence is projected to see $1 million in revenue in 2017, which is $203,000 more than expected and a positive sign for the relevance and success of our Mobile Always efforts. The Video Center of Excellence saw revenue of $2.1 million (up sharply from $1.3 million in 2016), including the wildly popular Digital Content NewFronts industry event. The Data Center of Excellence saw revenue jump to $807,000, up from $550,000 in 2016.

Additional ongoing revenue streams include initiatives such as sponsored research, member services, international licensing fees, and other fundraising programs.

In 2017, IAB invested revenues received towards helping member businesses grow and excel. Funding was directed toward producing valuable third-party research for building brands in digital media as well as investing in the IAB Video Center of Excellence, the relatively new IAB Data Center of Excellence, and the IAB Education Foundation. We also made additional investments in the IAB Tech Lab to lead the industry toward a more transparent and secure supply chain, which we believe is a foundation for the future growth of our members.

Overall, IAB managed expenses closely in 2017, which totaled $23.1 million, and closed the year with a surplus of $1.7 million.

With our members’ support, IAB is well positioned financially to deliver on an ambitious agenda for championing industry growth in 2018 and beyond.
The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) empowers the media and marketing industries to thrive in the digital economy. It is comprised of more than 650 leading media and technology companies that are responsible for setting, delivering, and optimizing digital advertising or marketing campaigns. Together, they account for 86 percent of online advertising in the United States. Working with its member companies, IAB develops technical standards and best practices and fields critical research on interactive advertising, while also educating brands, agencies, and the wider business community on the nuances of digital marketing. The organization is committed to professional development and advancing the knowledge, skills, expertise, and diversity of the workforce across the industry. Through the work of its public policy office in Washington, D.C., IAB advocates for its members and promotes the value of the interactive advertising industry to legislators and policymakers. Founded in 1996, IAB is headquartered in New York City and has a West Coast office in San Francisco.
NEW IAB MOBILE APP
• IAB resources and communications at your fingertips
• Available for both iOS/Apple and Android platforms
• Download it in your favorite app store: iab.com/mobileapp